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Introduction

With the exception of only the most general and comprehensive reviews of history, the

first question a historian has to ask him or herself is “Why did I begin here?” When

considering a subject, such as Gold Coast and Nigeria in British Parliamentary debate,

choosing any one point in time over any other inevitably risks the criticism of

incompleteness by a knowledgeable reader. The reader has ever the right to criticize the

choice of where the writer begins, as there is always validity to the argument. For

example, I choose 1949 to begin my study, but some may argue that Indian Independence

is the logical start. Some may say the end of the Second World War is the right place to

begin. Others might comment that, due to interconnectedness, an analysis that begins in

1776 is the only rational one, and perhaps a true wholeist might insist on the Big Bang,

etc. All points of view are valid.

The answer I give to the “why did you begin here?” question in my case is simple. As

H.S. Wilson writes in African Decolonization, "The riots in Accra [the capital of the Gold

Coast] on Saturday 28 February 1948 are deemed to have changed the course of African

history." I agree. The Accra riots give Africa its martyr to British Injustice, its center, its

Ghandi. His name is Kwame Nkrumah and, with his imprisonment, the fate of Africa is

sealed. Thus, I begin in the parliamentary debates of 1948.

Far more difficult a question for me is that of "why did you end where you did?" This

project could easily have been expanded to include the British withdrawal from Sierra
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Leone and been labeled a study of Parliament debate concerning West Africa. It could

well have concluded with the final British withdrawal from Africa (Swaziland in 1968)

and been labeled a comprehensive study. Although ending in 1960 is somewhat artificial,

it does serve at least one extremely important role. The historian (and the reader) witness

the learning curve, i.e. we get to see the British leam from mistakes committed in the

Gold Coast experience and their attempts not to commit the same mistakes in Nigerian

independence. These mistakes, and the attempts to leam from them, are the focuses of

this paper. At times the British accurately asses their errors; however, they more often

commit the same offenses over and over again attempting in vain to prune the weeds of

error rather than kill them.

Much has already been said, by sources more competent than I, on the history of the Gold

Coast/Ghana and Nigeria. The rise and fall of Kwame Nkrumah and the cyclic nature of

Nigerian politics are equally well documented and analyzed, as are the atrocities

committed after independence in both nations. This paper does not delve into the

personalities in the Gold Coast or Nigeria, but rather those important Parliamentary

discussions concerning the Gold Coast and Nigerian independence in the critical years

between the Accra riots in 1948 and independence. From these debates we find that there

is a substantial amount of evidence to suggest the future breakdown of democracy in

these two nations.

There are many differences and similarities between the way parliament discussed the

Gold Coast and Nigerian independence. For example, the peculiar cult of personality that
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some members of Parliament have for Dr. Kwame Nkrumah (the leader of the Gold Coast

independence movement) is almost wholly absent in discussions of Nigerian

independence. Debate concerning Gold Coast independence is also a debate over the

legitimacy of Dr. Nkrumah. It is a popularity contest. When the British had Nkrumah

imprisoned in the Gold Coast for his activities involving the Accra Riots, his standing

among both his countrymen and Labour leaders in Parliament shot up dramatically.

Suddenly, like other martyrs to the British Colonial Justice system (Nehru and Gandhi

come to mind), Nkrumah is propelled from being one of many liberty-minded activists to

being the focal point of the independence movement. He excels in this position; his

natural charisma put him to the forefront ofhis country’s future leaders.

Therefore, Nkrumah finds allies in Parliament. Most of these are members of the Labour

Party and include such men as A. Fenner Brockway, Geoffrey Bing, and James Johnson.

Though these men never go on to form part of the Government’s mling council, they are

important intellectual leaders for the Labour Party. These men find in Nkrumah a kindred

spirit; Nkrumah, like them, dislikes capitalism, believing in Soviet-style planned

economics and five-year plans. They tmst Nkrumah; Mr. Bing so much so that he goes on

after Ghana independence to become one of Nkrumah’s advisors.

Nigeria has no such man. Its leaders are not sufficiently sexy. Even the activist hell-raiser

Dr. Azikwe inspired little faith or resentment. Nigeria, however, does not need a

charismatic socialist figurehead. Nigeria debate is marked by a considerable amount of

agreement that Nigeria would become independent. Like the second bom child that
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benefits from the hard fought battles of the first, Nigerian independence is never

questioned after the Gold Coast had begun to tread the path.

The debate to let go of the Gold Coast is an ordeal fraught with paradox; a real “Catch-

-22” situation. On the one hand, the Gold Coast is obviously unready for democracy, so

much so that the British started a “mass education” scheme in order to maintain the one-

tenth-literacy rate. (This the best in all of British Africa!) On the other hand, Africa is a

land ripe for Maoist revolt, in a world dangerously (or so it is thought at the time) on the

brink of a communist takeover. Without a movement towards ending imperialism, the

British Black Empire might go red.

By 1948, the question of Gold Coast Independence is not if, but when, with few members

of parliament retaining the belief that the process could be stopped or ever returned to the

“in a thousand years” model that was once the standard world view of British

imperialists. At this time, there develop two important opinions in the British parliament:

On the one hand, there are those with extraordinarily optimistic views; on the other, there

are those who understand the difficult situation the British Empire is in. The first group is

usually of the Labor party. They believe that British institutions would work for the Gold

Coast and Nigeria with little modification and that the Gold Coast (and later Nigeria)

would be ready for independence immediately. These members believe that the prevailing

sentiment in the Gold Coast and Nigeria is pro-independence. This group likes to make

the favorable analogy between the Gold Coast and India, ignoring or belittling the striking

differences between the two. This group ultimately carries the day. The second group is,
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with few exceptions, made up of centrist Tories. They believe in British institutions as

well, but are at first unwilling to believe that Africa is ready for them. This faction

perceives that the Gold Coast and Nigerian independence movements are a small group of

the high elite. Further they believe that the general populace is either indifferent to British

rule or, like those the in the northern provinces of the Gold Coast, in favor of it as a

protection against a potentially unfriendly majority. This group of parliamentarians likes

to make analogies to Burma. The people of Africa have much to prove to these members,

but these members ultimately know that the time of empire is over.

This paper will go year by year and examine those debates, which though at the time may

have seemed insignificant, in retrospect point to much bigger problems occurring later in

the Gold Coast (now Ghana) and Nigeria.



Chapter 1 End of the Beginning:

Gold Coast and Nigeria in the Attlee/Labour Parliament: 1949 to 1951

It is in the parliamentary discussions of 1949 that the first repercussions are felt from the

February-March riots of the year before. Added emphasis is on education and on 16

February 1949, real questions about mass education in the Gold Coast are asked.

Considering the widely held belief that in order for a democracy to be sustained the

population needs at least a basic education, this discussion is really a small

acknowledgment that parliament has come to understand that the end of empire is near.

Interestingly, the questions being asked of the Secretary of State for the Colonies are not

just “Are you teaching them to read?”, but also, “What are you teaching them to read?”

Mr. Donner
1

: Can the right hon. Gentleman give an

assurance that this extension of mass education will be

accompanied by the provision of suitable religious
literature in adequate quantities? Otherwise the new

literates will create a demand for a yellow Press of the

worst possible kind?

Mr. Creech Jones : The question of supply of literature

comes in a later Question, I think, but I can give assurance

that I recognize the importance of additional literature.

(461 H.C. Deb. ss. cl 124)

1 Sqn. Ldr. Patrick Donner was a particularly well informed on the subject of imperial education. A

conservative he was a member of the advisory committee on the education of the Colonies and a member of

the JointEast and Central African Board.
2 Mr. Creech Jones was a member of Labour from Wakefield. An Academic he was governor of Ruskin

College, Oxford. He was also chairmen of the Commission on higher education in west Africa and delegate
to the U.N. 1946,47-8

6
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Neither acknowledges the reason why it has suddenly become important to discuss

literature and mass education in the Gold Coast. To assume that it is solely because of a

need to save souls and prevent a yellow press is difficult to believe.

Although there is some discussion over things like mass education schemes and book

supplied to reading rooms, most discussion over Nigeria is over economic issues. In

exquisite detail, questions are asked concerning the railroads (particularly of interest are

the weight of the engines and the track’s ability to handle such weight), wireless

transmission, distribution of funds, etc. Above all, the situation regarding groundnuts and

beetle infestations comes up frequently. A typical question answer session would go like

the following:

'y

Sir Ralph Glyn asked the Secretary of State for the

Colonies what is the present tonnage of groundnuts now

lying awaiting transport at Kano; what is the daily rate of

dispatch to the coast by rail; how many tons of last season's

crop are as yet not moved; what is the anticipated tonnage
of the new season's crop; what is the price fixed for the

producer delivered at rail head; and how does this compare

with the price paid last year.

Mr. Creech Jones: There are some 135,000 tons of 1947-

48 crop groundnuts, at Kano and other railing points m

Northern Nigeria. In addition, up to 18th November, 68,500
tons of the 1948-49, crop had been purchased. The present

average daily rate of railings, including groundnuts from

French territory, is about 1,000 tons. The 1948-49 crop in

Northern Nigeria is estimated at 350,000 tons. The price to

the producer is £l9 4s. per ton naked ex scale at railway

3 Sir Ralph Glyn was a Tory from Abingdon, Berkshire and has served that distractfrom 1924. He was the

grandson of the eighth duke of Argyll. He was educated at Harrow and Sandhurst and served in the First

World War.
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buying stations, as compared £l6 for the 1947-48 crop.

(458 H.C. 5s wac*2l6)

Parliamentarians at this point are clearly more interested in the economic situation in

Nigeria than the political situation. There are many reasons for this: Nigeria has vast

wealth in agriculture and in minerals. Nigeria also is seen as less educated, less

rebellious, and more internally fractured than the Gold Coast. The British do not yet see

the Accra riots and the imprisonment of Nkrumah for what it is, the first step in the

removal of the British from Africa. Rather the British view the situation as strictly a Gold

Coast problem. Nigerian exports provide valuable hard currency in the sterling area. With

impressive detail parliamentarians discuss economic issues, while nation-building ideas,

such as timetables for independence, hospital building, infrastructure building (not

directly related to agriculture), education schemes, even census taking, take the back

burner. Put bluntly, African concerns about nation building have never re-elected a

parliamentarian, but delays in the supplies of Nigerian Groundnuts (from which oil and

animal feed is made) could well be a deciding issue in a close election.

It is not the case, however, that the Parliamentarians are wholly unconcerned for their

African subjects or unaware of their situation. The British know, for example, that

Nigeria is a divided colony, roughly split between the Islamic North, and the

Christian/Indigenous belief east and west. None of this is lost on the Parliamentarians as

this 23 FEB 49 quote on education shows.

A “c” indicates a column. A “wac” indicates a column in the Written Answers section.
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Mr. R. W. Sorensen
4 asked the Secretary of State for the

Colonies how many local mass education schemes now

exist and are operating in Nigeria ....
and what special

attention, being given to this type of education particularly
in the northern region.

Mr. Creech Jones: At least 13 schemes, primarily directed

to the spread of literacy, have been started... The Nigerian
Government ...fully recognizes the special needs of the

northern region, where several of the schemes are

operating...(46l H.C. Deb. ss. wac296)

The North is a particular problem for the British. It is conservative, petulant and different

in out look than the rest of Nigeria. The North, steeped in the traditions of Islam,

inherently looks to the Middle East for inspiration, rather than the West, much to the

dismay of the British. The British took some advantage of the social structure however,

essentially paying off important chiefs and incorporating them into the British system,

which for all intents and purposes made them British agents. This arrangement, designed

for ease of governing a colony, has unintended consequences, not the least of which is the

solidification of the position of the chiefs, permanently throwing the North out of step

with the rest of the colony.

Mr. Sorensen is perceptive when affairs of Africa are concerned. He is amongst a small

group in Parliament, of Labour, Tory, or Liberal that has substantial knowledge of the

continent. Amongst his keener understandings is the nature of the African colony, as a

multi-ethnic, artificial entity as he shows in this question and answer session on 6 APR

49:

4 Mr. Reginald Sorensen member of Labour, Ex-minister for the “Free-Christian Church” represents

Leyton
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Mr. Sorensen asked the Secretary of State for the Colonies

(1) what is the present position of, the dispute between the

Oni of Ife in Nigeria and the Modakekes respecting
Ishakole and what action has been taken to secure an

equitable and satisfactory how many arrests

have taken place in Ijebu-Rems and Ishua in Benin arising
from the disturbances in those areas:" what is the position
respecting the Olishua in Ishua; and what steps have been

taken to secure effectual settlement of the grievances
underlying the disturbances.

Mr. Rees-Williams: The Governor has been asked for a

report on the matter raised, and I will communicate with my
hon. Friend when his reply has been received. (463 H.C.

Deb. 5s c2056)

By July, more direct debates on the nature of the Gold Coast and Nigeria are taking place,

and the personalities and prejudices of those debating are beginning to reveal themselves.

As the debate held on July 29 1949 illustrates there are keen differences in perception

between the two colonies. The Gold Coast is viewed as an immediate problem for the

United Kingdom, and Nigeria as substantially less so:

Mr. Gammans5
: Nigeria for example. It is only a

Historical accident that the Mohammedans of Northern

Nigeria, with a civilization particularly their own. find

themselves in the same political unit as the people in the

south... One result is that a noisy minority of people in a

town may either intimidate or bamboozle the Government

into giving self-government to the unit as a whole; which

will in fact mean handing over to a minority of people the

destiny of other races who have no affinity with them and

whose culture is as alien to them as their culture is to ours.

(467 H.C. Deb. 5s c2842)

5 Mr. David Gammans, a conservative, was formerly in the colonial service. He has worked in Tokyo and

Malaya and has traveled extensively. He was also a member delegations to the West Indies, Sarawak and

Ceylon.
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Labour, for all of its good intentions, has deep-rooted misconceptions about ethnicity in

the colonies. Mr. Gammans is right in acknowledging the problem. These colonies are

artificial entities created for the convenience of their colonizers. They contain a multitude

of ethnic groups and religious communities that do not necessarily have any affinity for

one another. Due to superior British war-making capability these peoples do not revolt

and make their resentment of one another known (or at least only in spats). The British

keep the peace, and thus make themselves the protectors of the little guys, or of the

culturally different. The Nigerian situation is analogous as that of the Ashanti in the Gold

Coast. The whole situation has all of the markings of the Hindu/Muslim/Sikh experience

on the Asian subcontinent. It is ironic then that although Labour members frequently

make reference to India in their desire to set Africa free, they still put full confidence in

the ability of British institutions to create internal harmony, despite their failure to do so

in that conflict-ridden country.

Mr. Cooper
6

: ...In the Gold Coast the clamorous demand

for big constitutional changes has been the largest of any in

the West African Colonies. I believe that this clamor is

concentrated in the hands of just a few intellectuals who

own the newspapers...

This reflects a persistent theme among the Conservatives that most of the “clamor” is

actually the product of a few well-educated intellectuals, trained either in the United

Kingdom or in the United States in the art of making trouble. By implication, the

6
Mr. Albert Cooper shares nothing with Mr. Donner besides being conservative and having once served in

the RAF. He was a company director by trade.
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common people are not of the same opinion, or as Mr. Cooper believes, they are not

ready for the independence the intellectuals desire. There is some truth to this, but there is

also an element of misconception. Both Nkrumah and Azikawe spent substantial time in

the West, particularly the United States and in Britain. Both, while in the west, clung to

radical ideologies; Nkrumah found Pan-Africanism and Marxist planned economics and

Azikwe had his intense tribal nationalism. In the circle of these two men are no doubt

several others who had advanced education. At the same time the stereotype of the

‘simple peasant’, easily led astray by the ethos-filled arguments of these foreign-bom

rabble-rousers, seems suspicious, especially considering the intense inertia of agricultural

people against change. If there are riots, they surely, must have cause beyond simple

‘calls to action’ made by some Ph.D.

Unless this sort of thing [Blacks exploiting each other for

profit] is cleared up it will show that the intelligentsia,
those who are most eloquent in demanding self-

government, have not yet reached that standard of morality
and capacity to handle self-government effectively...lt is

that sort of thing which indicates that the African is far

from this dream of self-government which he perpetually
harps up0n...1 hope this committee will not go wild and go

all native and suggest immediate self-government... .(467
H.C. Deb. ss. c2BBB-9)

Mr. Cooper decries the Africans for exploiting one another, but ignores the exploitation

by the British of Africa. The British, of course, are more institutional about it, exploiting

their African colonies by buying African produce at lower prices than the market and then

forcing the African, by law, to sell only to the British. Of course, Mr. Cooper (or any

other parliamentarian) would respond that the British are giving back to the African the
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gift of modem civilization. Then the exploitative African might reply that he is giving to

the exploited black a tin shack, and that would be just one more dwelling that the British

didn’t bother to make.

The debates on this day also give us clues as to why the Gold Coast arrived first at the

finish line. While Nkrumah is revered as a virtual revolutionary in certain comers of the

Labour Party, Azikwe is considered a reactionary, dangerous delinquent, but not so

dangerous as to cause either admiration or fear. The proper word for the regard the British

have for him might be ‘feisty’. His economics, as poorly described as they are, did not

seem to mesh with the Labour party line and his politics are nationalist in a time when

Parliament is looking beyond its borders. The result is that while Nkrumah’s release is

considered the cause de jour for his Marxist, pan-African tendencies, Dr. Azikwe is

resented and thought of as intellectually two steps behind.

Mr. Wigg
7

: ...Dr. Azikwe or Dr. Zik as he is normally
known, started a powerful movement in Nigeria. Nobody
has ever called Dr. Azikwe a Communist. This man is a

rabid Nationalist. He is certainly a political opportunist, and

he makes the most of every single difficulty that he

can.. .Had Dr. Azikwe not collected his money, had he not

come to this country, and thereby provided a breathing

space, we should.. .have had disorders in Nigeria. In our

desire for unanimity in our approach to Colonial problems,
we must take into account that the extreme opinions ofZik

and his followers do not find expression in this House...

We mislead ourselves if we assume that political troubles

are caused by Communists because, when they break out,

the police subsequently discover that a couple of students

mixed up with them have when studying in this country, at

7 Mr. George Wigg was a member ofLabour. He was about as regular a guy as their was in Parliament. He

was educated at council, and at grammar school. A regular soldier, he joined the tank core at 19and was

discharged in 1939, only to rejoin in 1940 to do welfare and education work.
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some time bought some fish and chips wrapped up in the "

Daily Worker" and that therefore the trouble can be blamed

on the Communist .(467 H.C. Deb. ss. c2848-9)

The same could be said of Nkrumah, and it is, but the Tories are the ones who are saying

it. Mr. Wigg takes great pains to point out that Azikwe is not a communist. In this

respect, although one wonders about the motivation Mr. Wigg have for making this

assertion, it is also impossible to ignore that he has stumbled upon one of the great truths

of the Cold War era. Specifically that the assumption of the bipolar world is a false one.

There nations that fall into the Western Sphere of influence and there are nations that fall

into the Communist sphere of influence, but there are significant nations and leaders who

fall into neither sphere of influence. This would not become mainstream thinking until

long after the end of the Cold War. Not acknowledging the difference between them is a

recipe for disaster all its own. This is not to say that Mr. Wigg supports an independent

path for the colonies. He probably would have preferred them all to become Tittle

Britains’ in Africa. What Mr. Wigg however does understand is that the best formula for

success in decolonization comes from knowing exactly whom the government is dealing

with. Whether or not he does come to understand the true mind of Nkrumah or Azikwe is

a different, unresolved matter.

By 1950, labor begins to make its opinion known on the subject of the Gold Coast. Labor

tends to be decidedly more pro-independence than the Conservatives. Further, because

the independence movement in the Gold Coast is led by a man who refers to himself as a

“Marxist democrat”, there is obvious philosophical affinity between him and the British
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Labour party. The jailed Nkrumah’s great defenders in Parliament are all members of

Labour. A. Fenner Brockway, a Marxist in the more classical model (as opposed to a

Union Marxist, Labour’s usual type) makes this comment in April 1950:

Mr. A. Fenner Brockway
8

asked the Secretary of State for

the Colonies whether he has been able to review the

sentence of 12 mouths’ imprisonment passed upon Kwame

N’kruma, [sic] ... as well as sentences passed upon trade

union leaders...; and whether he will take steps to secure

they are treaded like political prisoners...

Mr. J. Griffiths
9

:
..
.it is a matter to be decided locally.

(473 H.C. Deb. ss. cl 180)

Mr. Brockway’s decision to call Nkrumah a political prisoner is an interesting one.

Nkrumah, until the time of his imprisonment, is a relatively small nuisance. However, as

happened in India, when the British lock up an opposition leader, even for clearly

committed crimes, the leader turns from minor player to martyr. In the Gold Coast (as

well as amongst Labour parliament members) Nkrumah’s popularity increases.

This increased popularity translates to increased votes at the polls. Nkrumah’s C.P.P.

party, at this point now synonymous with the Gold Coast independence movement, wins

an overwhelming victory.

Mr. Brockway asked the Secretary of State for the

Colonies whether his attention has been called to the fact

8
Mr. A. Fenner Brockway was a ultra-socialist and though technically a member of Labor, he was a

member of the I.L.P. and editor of it’s magazine New Leader. He rejoined Labour in 1946 but never left

the I.L.P. Educated at Eltham College. He represents Eton and Slough.
9
Mr. James Griffiths was a member of Labour from Wales, and a former miner. He worked on proposals

for a federation of Central Africanrepublics.
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that the Convention Peoples' Party has for the third time in

succession won all seats in the municipal and legislature
elections in Accra and the Gold Coast...; whether he is...

prepared to urge the Governor to release the leaders of this

party... and whether he is now prepared to accept ...
Gold

Coast to democratic government... .

Mr. Cook
10

:
...

the Convention Peoples' Party won all the

contested seats in the Accra Town council elections, the

two town council by-elections at Cape Coast and the

by-election at Cape Coast for a seat in the Legislative
Council.

The Gold Coast election results may be happy news for Dr. Nkrumah’s friends in

Parliament, but such an overwhelming victory should call into question the performance

of the imported institutions in the Gold Coast. Such institutions designed for the needs of

the people of Great Britain somewhat assume the existence of a multi-party system. The

Gold Coast lacks this. Thus, the C.P.P. wins large one-sided victories. The

Parliamentarians should see that this victory, and the later huge victories won by the

C.P.P., are not really victories for democracy, but rather glaring defeats. Mr. Brockway is

always the first with this sort of spectacular election result, and always the first to try to

use these results in order to let Nkrumah and his cohorts free from prison.

Mr. Brockway: ...
will he take some warning from what

happened in India previous to the granting of

independence there, and speed the efforts to secure

self-government for the Gold Coast? (476 H.C. Deb. ss.

C2269-2270)

Brockway, ironically, is just as prejudiced and misguided as Mr. Cooper. Although there

is no reason to believe their assertions are true, Mr. Brockway (and to a degree the rest of

10
Mr. Thomas Cook was the MP from East, Dundee, Scotland. He was a member of Labour, and was

educated at Glasgow and Cardenden. He was a associate member of Society of Instrumental Technology.
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the members of Labour), are constantly making reference to the British experience in

India, believing that the lessons learned there, (namely that in terms of letting go of a

colony, there is no such thing as ‘too fast’) will bear fruit in the Gold Coast and later in

Nigeria. The idea accompanying this is the concept that the colonial people, be they

Indians, Malay, or from West Africa, are the same. This is a flawed assumption, as there

is no evidence that the Gold Coast, with a political party system much less developed

than that of India, is ready for independence. The reason for this is twofold. First, though

most claim not to think this way, many members of parliament simply view the people of

the empire as “them” and leave it at that. The complexities of deciphering ethnicity are

simply not dealt with. The second reason, illustrated by this up-coming passage

concerning the government reaction to the Enugu riots, which occurred earlier in the year

shows what a maze decolonization has become:

General Sir George Jeffreys: Will the right hon.

Gentleman tell the House whether this Committee will

include someone who, as well as being an expert in trade

unionism in this country, is Expert in the knowledge of

conditions in West Africa?

Mr. Griffiths: These two men have been appointed
because they have wide experience in the working of

industrial relations machinery and industrial conciliation in

this country, which is about the best model in the world to

follow.

The parliamentarians, no matter what part of the spectrum they come from, knew that the

people of the empire are of different cultures. It seems almost incredible to think that

they, almost all of them, regard their government, their institutions, and even their
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Unions as nothing less than the paragon of the entire world (especially considering what

precious little evidence they have for believing it). One size fits all, and the one size just

happens to be that of the British is the second reason. This is not to say that the British do

not believe in adaptation. They do believe in adapting their institutions to ‘local’ needs, or

at least, what the British think are local needs. These ‘adaptations’ are never more than

cosmetic. Given the temperament of the colonial peoples the polity that they would

create of their own volition would probably have be substantially different from the

Windsor model. By July 12 1950 the perception that already-present government

institutions are successful becomes so ingrained that even more constitutional proposals

to expand these are being outlined both in Nigeria and in the Gold Coast. Among the

many proposals that Mr. Griffiths reports to Parliament on the 12th of July are proposals

on an enlarged legislature, new executive councils and the like. Many of these ideas are

being put forward by a Report by the Coussey Committee, which Mr. Griffiths reports

“has already become part of history” (477 H.C. Deb. ss. cl 379) in West Africa.

Although British institutions themselves are never in question, there is much suspicion of

Nkrumah and the C.P.P. among the more conservative members of the Parliament. On the

12th of July of 1950, Anthony Eden
11

, speaking for the more conservative of the Tories

(but not the MOST conservative of the Tories), feeds the belief that to transfer power at

this point will not mean giving power to the people. Instead it will mean giving power to

a few well-educated elite, which has no more ‘right’ to rule over the people of Africa than

the British, and might use their new found power to exploit their brethren. Citing Lord
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Halley on the point, Eden seems to predict later episodes between the central government

of Ghana and the Ashanti and between the Central government of Nigeria and the states.

He also refers to a newspaper article which calls into question the motives of the C.P.P.,

and claims that the party wishes to use its new found political strength as an obstruction

to the constitutional process. The article ends on the extremely ominous prediction,

“[W]e shall soon have to choose between white imperialism or a black dictatorship.”

Eden then adds his name to the long list of conservatives who view the Gold Coast press

with suspicion.

Mr. Eden: ...I have read many of these papers, which are

not papers at all but like broadcast. ...they are filled with

poisonous misrepresentation about His Majesty's
Government... we should be conscious that the problem is

there and is probably having pretty serious effects among

the people who are not so used as we are to assess what is

said about us in the Press...These accounts are carried

round, as they used to be carried round by hawkers in this

country 100 years ago, to small towns where they are read

out when some of the language used is embellished.

(477 H.C. Deb. ss. c1387-1390)

Eden’s worry is not so much that the Gold Coast lacks truthful newspapers. It does not.

His worry is more about the lack of political culture. London has its share of trashy

newspapers, yet no one comments seriously about them or reads them for anything more

than a laugh. In the Gold Coast, however, the political culture is not as well developed.

The good and the bad are given equal status and the people, lacking the practical

understanding and sophistication to distinguish between the two, buy to a large degree

11 Mr. Anthony Eden really needs no introduction. Only Churchill himself rivaled his experience in foreign
affairs.
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whatever is told to them with authority. Further, if a “town crier” of sorts is used to carry

around the news, then the inhabitants of a town are allowed only the word of one source,

with no comment to be made on that source’s truthfulness.

Mr. Lloyd: It is necessary for us to have a restatement of

our principles. The restatement should be on these lines.

We will not be hustled out of our responsibilities. We have

as much right to guide the constitutional development there

as any little group of West Africans, because we have

produced law and order and we have spent great sums of

money and great resources in human lives, and we are the

only defense against anarchy, civil war and Communism

therefore we should say, with the approval of 95 per cent of

the people there, that we will stay in Nigeria to preserve the

peace and to help and guide West Africans to an increasing
share in the management of their own affairs within the

framework of the Empire. There is nothing patronizing in

that. It has taken us 700 years with our Parliamentary
institutions to get where we are today, and we are by no

means perfect. I do not think that there is any conflict of

interest because, without European help, both

administrative and financial, Nigeria would collapse.
(477 H.C. Deb. ss. c1458)

If the British had wanted the empire to function as Britain did, it might well have taken

700 years to teach the colonies how to do so. West Africa has fallen into the cycles and

destruction, occasional financial collapse, corruption, occasional anarchy followed by

long periods of tyranny, and tight state control as Mr. Lloyd predicted. The British did

spend large amount of treasure (most of it spent in such way that it advanced British

interests, whether on not African interests are also advanced), but she also made

spectacular profits which justified colonization. He is also right about British

responsibilities, most of which the British had ample time to fulfill, but scarcely the will
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to do so (it seems the romantic notion of the British saving the primitives from

themselves goes only so far with the Chancellor of the Exchequer). Ultimately Mr. Lloyd

hopes for a New Zealand in Africa—a fully “British” self-governing dominion. This will

never be, for the British mission in Africa is not one of saving primitives, or of sending

colonists, but rather it is one ofmaking profits.

On the same day, another conservative expounds on a theme often brought forth by those

who oppose the immediate liberation of the Gold Coast—the idea that those who are to be

given power are really a small oligarchy, little closer to the people than the British

themselves.

12
Mr. Lennox-Boyd : ...when power was handed over it

should be to the country as a whole and not to a small

unrepresentative oligarchy. In regard to those prerequisites,
the Committee cannot forget that if they had been

demanded when the Burma Bill was before the House of

Commons, it would not have been hurried through as it was

(477 H.C. Deb. ss. c 1478)

The stinging memory of Burma and all that went wrong in its liberation is a strong

testimony against those who wish for quick liberation. Burma, a country expected to

follow India’s lead toward a progressive democracy within the Commonwealth, has

proven itself an embarrassment to the United Kingdom. This should be warning enough

to those who hope for quick Gold Coast independence. The glory, however, of the still

successful India experience is however too much a lure for quick action.

12
Mr. Alan Lennox-Boyd, a conservative, was a man of vast experience in Labor, and would become the

Colonial minister of state in the next conservative government. He was educated at Christ Church, Oxford,
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...Indeed, in the Gold Coast itself the requisite which we

and the Committee as a whole demand, that power should

be handed over to the people as a whole, finds signal need

when we think of the Ashanti and the people of the

Northern territory who are desiring today to build up a

barrier between Accra and themselves behind which they
can live the life to which they are accustomed...

(477 H.C. Deb. ss. c1478)

Mr. Lennox-Boyd brings forth one of the most troubling problems facing independence

of the Gold Coast: that of the Ashanti people who fear Nkrumah and the people he

supposedly represents. Like the Sikhs of India, these people count on the British for

support when dealing with other peoples in the Gold Coast. The problem of the Ashanti

never really goes away. It is, however, swept under the rug when a winner-take-all

election is held on the question of independence in 1956. Of course the Ashanti, a

minority, naturally lose.

Elections are always hot-button issues when it concerns the Gold Coast question. Mr.

Gammans, a conservative, freely criticizes the 1950 election in the Gold Coast. He does

so, I think, from an incorrect angle. Mr. Gammans (correctly) assess Nkrumah to be a

demagogue, but assumes incorrectly that Nkrumah is corrupt and that the way the election

is handled is fraudulent. The better, and much less politically palatable, argument is that

elections of this sort frustrate attempts to bring real democracy, because democracy using

British-style institutions requires strong opposition parties. What the C.P.P. has actually

done is fulfill the nightmares of those who fear oligarchy in the Gold Coast. The

and Served as Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministries of Home Security, Food, and Aircraft Production,
successively. He represents Mid.
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following pieces of the parliamentary debates are important because they shed much light

on the two points of view.

Mr. Gammans:The C.P.P. party, whose leader is now in

gaol for sedition, whose followers use the Lord's Prayer,
substituting his name for that of the Almighty, and who

also sing hymns from " Ancient and Modem ", always
substituting the name Nkrumah for that of Christ, gained
6,210 votes, against 50 votes by all the other parties put
together.

Has anyone ever heard of an election of that sort...except
East of the Iron Curtain? Less than one per cent of the votes

cast were cast for all the Opposition parties put together.
They have done better than Stalin. So far as I know. Stalin

[sic] has never exceeded 99 per cent.. Surely, the right hon.

Gentleman will agree that here at least, is a case worth

investigating?

1 *7

Dr. King : ...it is a case of learning democracy, we get this

sort of thing, and that, throughout the long history of this

Parliament of ours, covering 300 or 400 years, if we take

the results and the number of people taking part in

elections, they are not dissimilar from those on the Gold

Coast?

Mr. Gammans: I should want an awful lot of convincing
that any election in which 99.3 per cent, voted in favor of

one candidate and only .7 per cent, voted for all the others

was a free election according to the best traditions which

have created democracy in this country.

(480 H.C. Deb. ss. c503)

Mr. Gammans, we might presume, never gets satisfaction. He appears repeatedly as the

leading critic of British Gold Coast policy. One of his favorite targets is the difficult

election procedure which involves a complicated web of colors, symbols and words. (This

is all an effort to make up for the 10 per cent literacy in the Gold Coast, and to bring the

13 Dr. Horace King, a member of Labour, was a school head master and a Doctor of Philosophy.
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electoral process to a level in which even the non-literate can participate.) Mr. Gammans

also makes inquiry into the deposit that has to be made by each candidate in order to enter

an election—at the time, £SO. In order for a candidate to get his money back he needs to

receive at least one sixth of the vote. Since the C.P.P. wins 99+ per cent of the vote, no

one can possibly get their money back, thus this British democratic institution is

suffocating democracy in the Gold Coast. When presented with this situation, Mr.

Griffiths, a Labour party member, responds “If I may say so, my own party receives
...very

nearly that percentage in South Wales.” (482 H.C. Deb. ss. p354-355) What Mr. Griffiths

fails to see is the difference between a nation with long standing democratic traditions and

one that is trying to build them.

This is all in contrast to the debate concerning Nigeria. Nigeria, it is thought is still

politically immature so much of the debate concerning it is still economic in nature.

Mr. Russell asked the Secretary of State for the Colonies

ifhis attention has been drawn to the traffic in groundnuts
between Nigeria and neighboring French territory owing to

the higher prices obtainable there: and what steps he

proposes to stop this traffic.

Mr. J. Griffiths: There is no reliable evidence that there

has been any significant movement of groundnuts across

the border from Nigeria. I understand that the French

buying season has now closed.

Mr. Russell: Even if there had been any at all does it not

show up the artificial situation created by Government

control of prices and trading in this way?
(484 H.C. Deb. 5s 1285-6)
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This is of course one of the great rip-offs of Africa. The British need cheap raw materials

and foodstuffs. Africa has both but if set to world markets the price would go up because

international demand is high. The solution? The British forced it’s colonies to sell only

to it. The British also set the price. In so doing reaping the profits of buying low and

selling high and not even have to worry about subsidies. This is what colonies are all

about; this is why the people allow their leaders to send armies, settlers, and missionaries.

This hardly speaks well, however, for those parliamentarians who think of their colonies

and institutions as substantially superior to that of others. Seen nakedly like this, it

becomes difficult to see why exactly the peasants (who obviously see that they are being

cheated, after all they are taking their products to French Africa) would want to continue

to live under the British crown. The British build resentment this way.

Mr. Sorensen asked the Secretary of State for the

Colonies if he will make a further statement in respect of

the new constitution in Nigeria; and when an election is

likely to be held.

Mr. J. Griffiths; The Nigeria (Constitution) Order in

Council was promulgated on 29th June. It is designed to

give a greatly increased measure of responsibility to

Nigerians for the conduct of their own affairs and. while

granting increased autonomy to the three regions, to build

up a strong and united Nigeria. Arrangements for primary
elections are already in train and it is hoped that these and

the intermediate elections will be regional completed in

time for the new regional Legislatures to meet before the

end of the year and new central Legislature in January
1952

(491 H.C. Deb. ss. wac 192-3)
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Of course there is some talk of Constitutions for Nigeria. But unlike the Gold Coast,

which has its own problems with a single party basically in control of the entirety of the

governmental process, Nigeria’s problem is that it has too many parties all loyal to a

single constituency. The North has a party, the east has a party, the west has a party, and

so forth. Nigeria lack the one thing the Gold Coast has going for it, which is unity, more

or less. As a country it is just waiting for the right moment to tear itself apart, and this

constitution that will built up a “strong and united Nigeria” is the beginning of that

process. It is a persistent Labour fantasy that British institutions can build from many,

one. The Tories are not convinced that simply living under one roof equals unity. For

them however, the idea that unity is a prerequisite for independence is quickly dispensed

with.

By February of the following year, Labour’s position in Parliament has become

precarious. However, the Gold Coast has a new constitution, which for the first time

provides for an all-African assembly. The general election which decides who will fill

these slots, of course goes wholly to the C.P.P. In the debate held on February (the last

debate held on the Gold Coast Question before the Tories come back to power), Labour

continues to rejoice in the negative. Meanwhile the Conservatives continue to inch

towards the true mind of Nkrumah. Mr. James Johnson 14 proudly proclaims that “in four

town elections, the party vote was 58.866 by direct ballot, and 5.5 for all other parties.

No fewer than 34 non-C.P.P. candidates lost their deposits.” (503 H.C. Deb. 5s c918)

Mr. Johnson then engages in a bit of hero worship: “Some people may compare
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Nkrumah to Bustamente, but I hope that he may become for West Africa another Pandit

Nehru.” (c920)

The next important speaker is Mr. Bing
15 . Whereas Mr. Johnson is merely idealist to the

extreme Mr. Bing seem to see a silver lining in everything that would point to the failure

of democracy .
For example, in the Gold Coast’s ten percent literacy, he sees “[by

comparison to Nigeria] a high percentage of literacy, probably as high as 10 per cent.”

Mr. Bing : ...here is an area where we have a chance to see

how this constitutional experiment will work 0ut...1t is

quite clear that if there is to be a responsible Government, it

will be the Government of the Convention of People's
Party, Mr. Nkrumah's party... The first is the importance of

the Gold Coast remaining within the sterling area. The

second is the essential importance of the Gold Coast

planned economy...

(503 H.C. Deb. ss. c925-927)

Mr. Bing seems to offer a uniquely British approach to solving the problems of the Gold

Coast. Remaining in the Sterling area might go a long way toward solving the dollar

shortages in the United Kingdom, but will probably leave much to be desired for the Gold

Coast. Planned economies may work well in nations with industrial might, but in the

Gold Coast, where agriculture, and therefore weather, is such an important economic

factor, Marx-inspired planned economics might be a stretch.

14 Mr. James Johnson, a Labour party member, was a member of the National union of Teachers and of the

Fabian Society. He has played soccer for the English universities and the Corinthians.
15 Mr. Geoffrey Bing, a member of Labour, was a founder of the national for Civil Liberties and he was a

chairman of the house of commons branch ofthe British Legion.
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If Mr. Bing is a classic member of Labour on the subject of the Gold Coast, then Mr.

Alport 16
is the classic conservative. First he reminds the other members of Parliament of

the South African “experiment” of forty years before, and that the results of that

experiment are not what they had hoped for. He then excoriates Dr. Nkrumah himself by

saying the Kwame Nkrumah is “reputed to have shown—rightly or wrongly. I do not

know—certain of the tendencies which were attributed to Fascism and dictatorship in the

past.” Then Mr. Alport, a special master of the reality check, reminds the Parliament “that

we are still responsible for the welfare, not only of a political party or of politicians in

Africa or anywhere else but of the great mass of people to whom politics, in those

countries at any rate, mean very little indeed.”(c929-30)

In the end, however, one Member of Parliament sees the overall situation clearly, instead

of focusing on small internal elements. Mr. Wigg, a member of Labour, comments “I do

not believe Imperialism has any part to play in the modem world, and if a Government

attempts to administer backward areas by imperialist methods, it is providing recruiting

agency for the Communists.”(c96o) This is the best argument for leaving. It

acknowledges that the time of empire has come and gone and now the British had best

leave or face a persistent and costly low-level war throughout the empire.

16 Mr. Cuthbert Alport, a conservative, served in east Africa during the war and was a member Royal
Institute of International Affairs.



Chapter 2 The Thrill is Gone:

The Gold Coast and Nigeria in Churchill/Eden/Tory parliamentary discussion 51-56

Labour’s self destruction at the polls does not mean the end of the de-colonial process as

many pro-empire conservatives had hoped. The new Tory Parliament figures what we

now seem to take for obvious-when the crown jewel of the British Empire, India,

became independent in 1947, the end of the British Empire is inevitable. Finally gone is

the idea that India is an anomaly and that the business of empire would continue in places

such as Africa for at least another thousand years. The justification of empire is gone. All

of the global conquest had been an effort to secure access to India anyway. Without it, the

military and financial reasons for empire are nonexistent. Thoughts that Africa might

make a suitable substitution for India never materialized. The spirit of glorious empire

evaporates, and this above all nails the coffin shut. The British are beginning to close the

door not only on empire but to a degree even on commonwealth, in favor of slowly

shrinking into Europe. These decisions are made under the preceding Labour government,

but can be reversed under the conservatives. That they are not is telling.

The full effect of the Tory victory becomes felt in the empire discussion of 1952. Nigeria

discussion in particular becomes more political, and less economic, and more obviously

leading in the direction of release. Concerns about just what kind of empire is being let go

are more pronounced. Freedom of speech, as in this March 12 1952 discussion, is a major

concern for all, not just in the sense that the British wish that the colonies have freedom,

29
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but also that the British are concerned with Soviet propaganda and with news papers that

print sensational and false stories.

Mr. Sorensen asked the Secretary of State for the Colonies

whether he is aware that restrictions on freedom of speech,
freedom of movement and freedom of collective bargaining
are now imposed in the Ilorin Division of Nigeria, who is

responsible for this, and to what extent the Nigerian
Government' has power to over-ride these restrictions

Mr. Lyttelton: Under the provisions of the Native

Authority Ordinance a native authority may control the

migration of natives from or to its area and prohibit any act

or conduct likely to cause a breach of the peace. I have not

the full information which I am very ready to obtain.

(497 H.C. Deb. ss. c 1363)

Nigeria struggles with the same problems that all new nations must face, namely when to

draw the line between civil protection and civil liberties. What makes the case unusual is

that the British are still in charge, second-guessing local authority, trying to lead the

process, trying to, as much as possible to create a “little Britain” in its former African

colonies. This is more overtly a Labour problem than a Tory problem. The Labour

tendency not only to micro-manage the giving away process but also to dictate what the

new state will be economically like is exemplified in this quote from May of the same

year.

Mr. J. Johnson asked the Secretary of State for the

Colonies what percentage of the children of school age in

Nigeria, are being educated; and, of this figure, what

percentage are at technical secondary or trade schools.

Mr. Lyttelton: Until the next population 1952-53, census

takes place, probably in 1952-53 the total number of

children of school age in Nigeria can only be estimated at

about five-and-a-half million. Of these, about 1,000,000
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that is, 18 percent-were receiving education in 1950-51 Of

this number, about 22,200 -just over 2 per cent.—were at

secondary grammar schools and 848—.085 per cent are at

technical and trade schools.

Mr. Johnson: Do not these figures show that African

education is far too academic? Have we not turned out in

the past too many lawyers and politicians -worthy people—-
when we want far more doctors, engineers and technicians,

and even humble fitters? (500 H.C. Deb. ss. c 1435)

One wonders if Mr. Johnson’s attraction to “humble fitters” is in their tendency to join

unions. But really the far bigger problem with his attitude is that he fails to realize that

yes, Africa does have a substantial number of people entering the legal profession, but

this number compared to the illiterate masses is small. What the figures really show is

that education borders on the non-existent for most folk. The reason is clear—Britain

failed in her duty to provide for her colonial subjects. Ironically, for the bitterly

complaining Mr. Johnson, the figures quoted by Mr. Lyttelton could have come from

Labour’s rule. Mr. Johnson, being a member of Labour could have done something about

them, at least raised his voice about the lack of “humble fitters”. That he did not, and no

one else did, goes to show just how political the process of decolonization is and just how

little it has to do with welfare of Crown subjects.

Of course the British would have had to do quite a bit of work to force their culture on the

indigenous people. Although the British are more than willing to accept certain things

about the culture of her subjects, other things are unacceptable. For example the rite of

the Ibo people called “Horse Title” or “Second Burial” in which a Horse’s tail is severed
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and the horse is ultimately burned alive that causes Lieut.-Colonel Bromley-Davenport
17

to ask Mr. Lyttelton what is being done to stop it. The reply:

Mr. Lyttelton: The Nigerian Government is much

concerned, as I am myself about the cruel practices
connected with the killing of horses in certain Ibo title

ceremonies and is doing everything possible to eliminate

them. (502 H.C. Deb. ss. wac99)

It would be one thing for the British to assume themselves the cultural savior of their

colonial peoples and move under that assumption to destroy all native culture and force

the adoption of British ways. Though ruthless, such action at least fosters a sense of

identity. It would be as ifone group gave lost its own identity in favor of someone else’s.

The British did not really do that. Rather they approached the problem of native cultures

by trying to control the population through institutions already in place. The result is a

terrible mess, such as pointed to in Bromley-Davenport’s question. The British set up in

their mind what they think is acceptable behavior on the part of the natives and what is

not acceptable. The indigenous people already have long-standing traditions and rites.

The British through various means wish the natives to be rid of the less savory elements

of their culture (these element are just as central to their culture as midnight mass on

Christmas is to Christians). The result is an alienated people, not allowed to keep the

whole of their culture, only a shell of it. The culture is not at all the same. Rather than a

living breathing way of life it is instead lukewarm and sterile, (and in someway, British)

and the indigenous population is left resentful. This is the sort of thing that would be

17 Lieut-CoL Walter Bromley Davenport was a conservative from Knutsford, Chestershire. Educated at

Malwem, his family has long-standing connection to the House ofCommons, back to the Queen Ann era.
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enough to cause even agricultural people, who normally dislike change, to think it is

necessary. Notice, though, that this tendency to control culture is equally prevalent

amongst conservatives as it is amongst Labour. At it root is the notion that “British is

Better” which can be used to explain sending British Coal miners to Nigeria or handing

down institutions to Ghana. “British is Better” is the heart of empire, it’s great

justification, and as we can see, the notion is not yet dead.

Even in question of culture and politics, economics do not loom far behind. Central to the

economy of West Africa is agriculture, particularly the relationship between cash crops

and subsistence. On the 17 of July Mr. Lyttelton is forced to answer a question about the

relation ship between the two:

Mr. Lyttelton: It is... a problem of the relationship
between the cash commodities, such as groundnuts, and the

subsistence crops.... too much attention is being paid to the

cash and export commodities and not enough to the

subsistence crops upon which the population depend. (503
H.C. Deb. ss. c2367)

The British, as the sole legal buyers of groundnuts from their colonies in West Africa, are

in a peculiar situation. The problem is projected onto the African, but really it is the

British who are to blame. It is they who set up the pricing for groundnuts, coffee, cotton,

and other agricultural commodities, so it is they who set up the relationship between

subsistence and cash crops. All of this is curious because no one has bothered to ask if

this is a problem for the farmers. They seem to think that they need to grow more cash

crops, and they are really the ones who ought to decide.
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Back in the Gold Coast more evidence that not all is well. Mr. Alport on 28 January 1953

asked a question concerning the riots in the state of Anloga.

Mr. Alport: asked the Secretary of State for the Colonies

whether he will make a statement with regard to the rioting
at Anloga in the Gold Coast.

Mr. Lyttelton: A deep-seated opposition has developed in

the State of Anlo in the Gold Coast Colony east of the

Volta River to the payment of the rate imposed by the

newly-elected Local Council. A headman who supported
payment has disappeared and on 17th January...General

disturbances in the area then broke out. A local councillor

who supported payment of the rate was murdered, 55

houses... were burned down... pilfering took

place....Prompt and firm action...quickly restored order.

The action taken has the full support of the local members

of the Gold Coast Legislative Assembly, of the Anlo

District Council, and of the traditional authorities in the

neighborhood who have co-operated in restoring order.

(510 H.C. Deb. ss. wac 118)

Something is rotten in the colony of the Gold Coast. The people have no more desire to

be ripped-off by local authority than they do by the British. Such violent reaction should

be a cause of concern, for it marks disbelief. The people do not think they can get things

do in a non-violent manner. It is the perfect issue as well, local taxes. If local government

can not be trusted to do what is best with locally collected taxes, and further, that that can

not be changed by civilized means, the people may out of frustration turn to the old

“democracy by bullets.” That sort of violence undermines the idea that the colonie is read

for independence, for a lot of the supposed “civilizing” the British did really came to

nothing. These are locals being beaten up and killed by other locals over local issues. The

frequency of such evens is increasing and becoming more violent. The Riots of Anloga
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looked like small potatoes compared to the events in Elmina, in which two police and 18

rioters are killed and 33 people are incarcerated.

Not even riots, however, are going to hold back independence for the Gold Coast. Dr.

Nkrumah and the C.P.P. are adamant in their desire for independence. While Nkrumah

can be called the leader of the movement toward independence, he did little to correct

crucial disparities in the Gold Coast, particularly between the people of the interior and

the coast. Sir Edward Keeling asks about the disparities on 25 February only to find out

that the North is receiving only 13 percent of the budget. Further Dr. Nkrumah

Government is not planning on doing anything about that because as Mr. Lyttelton points

out “it must be read against the background that there is no mineral development in the

Northern Territories, which have chiefly an agricultural life.” (511 H.C. Deb. ss. c2077)

If it is the case that the many people in the Gold Coast of having no belief in the ability of

Government to rule fairly, then in Nigeria it is the case that Government is already

sowing itself to be tyrannical.

Mr. Wigg: ...The Secretary of State and Sir Bryan
Sharwood Smith know perfectly well that people in Kano

are going about in fear of their lives. They know that the

head of the local native authority police is a relative of the

Ciroma who handles police affairs in a way which we have

come to accept as normal in a Fascist and police State, but

which ought not to be permitted under the British flag...if
this condition of affairs goes on for very much longer there

is bound to be a blow up.

(520 H.C. Deb. ss. cl680)
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Mr. Wigg has a bad habit of predicting the future accurately. His 17 November comment

seems to spell out the back-and-forth nature of Nigerian government. The Parliament

should have heeded his warning. Corruption is one of those traits that, once a polity has

it, it is extremely difficult to remove. Further, this particular form of corruption,

nepotism, is a particularly easy type to be rid of. That the British are allowing this to go

on unhindered calls into question British integrity and British desire to leave honest,

efficient states that are truly accountable to the people. To be fair the British are caught in

a catch-22. To dispense of such corruption directly undermines local authority because it

creates the impression that the local authority has no power. Not dispense with corruption

undermines local authority because of the impression that local government is corrupt.

Such difficult situations are the price paid for moving too quickly.

If Nigeria is a lone case it would be one thing, but corruption is also a reality of life in the

Gold Coast, as the 9 February convictions of high public officials prove. What is the most

disconcerting part, though, is how high the corruption has gone, all the way to the cabinet

level:

Mr. T. Reid asked the Secretary of State for the Colonies

what verdicts have been secured up to date on the charges
of corruption against public men in the Gold Coast; what

was proved against them; and how many others have been

similarly charged.

Mr. Lyttelton: Atta Mensah, formerly Ministerial

Secretary to the Minister of Communications and Works,
and Ohene Djan, formerly Ministerial Secretary to the

Minister ofFinance, were sentenced on 9th February to two

years imprisonment concurrently on each of two counts of
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corruption. No other public men have been charged with

corruption. (523 H.C. Deb. ss. wac 210)

Corruption that high up in the state must be thought of as a failure in the nation-building

endeavor. It shows that loyalty to the state is not first on the mind of her officers. Short of

treason, high-level corruption is the most potent show of disregard for the welfare of the

state. Corruption undermines the state and creates unnecessary intrigues; worst of all,

however, it creates cynicism and apathy on the part of the population. Single instances of

corruption may create distrust for years. It is especially difficult to rebuild trust when

areas of the government where large sums of money are dealt with are found corrupt.

Worst even than this is if an area of the government that deals directly with foreigners

(i.e. defense agencies, mineral agencies) is found to be on the take. Corruption of this sort

can have a devastating impact on foreign perception and therefore the quantity and quality

of foreign investment. Though this example comes from the colonial era, this bids poorly

of the future.

Even though more and more individual factors show that there will be grave difficulty in

the future of the Gold Coast, the future is even in further doubt in Nigeria. Not only does

she have all of the disadvantages of the Gold Cost in terms of corruption, she also has a

vast federal system which will allow for whole levels of corruption the Gold Coast is not

marked with. The British, on the other hand, seem strangely naive about it all. For

example on 24 February of 1954, Mrs. White
18

asked about the proposed “regionlisation”

18
Mrs.Eirene White was the MP from East Flint, Flintshire, Wales. She was a member of the Labour party

executive since 1947. She was educated at St. Paul’s Girl School and Somerville Collage Oxford.
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of the judiciary and civil service. Particularly telling are the protests made by the Chief

Justice of Nigeria and the resolution passed by the Nigerian Bar association.

Mrs. White: Is the right hon. Gentleman completely
satisfied that members of the public service will be fully
protected from any kind of direct or indirect political
pressure in regions where one political party is very much

in the ascendancy?

Mr. Lyttelton: The hon. Lady says
" the public service.”

which is not in the Question. Ifshe meant the judiciary, it is

equally true that although they are regionalised they are

completely insulated from any political influence.... Both

the public service and the judiciary are completely insulated

from political influence.

(524 H.C. Deb. 5s c399-400)

Could they really have believed it? Even the best run, most corruption-free nations of the

world have no such judiciary or public service. All nation-states live with the problem of

how to deal with the balance between the inherently political nature of the judicial

element of government and the natural desire for impartial public service and judiciary.

So who is he kidding? This could be the result of one of two things. Either he is super

naive (unlikely), or the government is trying to move so quickly on the issue of

independence that it is willing to cut comers in hopes that they will correct themselves

later on (probable).

It is important to remind ourselves of the economics of these situations before venturing

too much further. The widespread perception in Parliament is that although these people

are being readied for decolonization, they are British colonies. Through the

Commonwealth, some thought they would remain economic colonies into perpetuity,
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giving British firms (at least!) the inside track on buying and selling. It is in this frame of

mind that Mr. Russell asks the following question on 9 March 1955:

Mr. Russell asked the Secretary of State for the Colonies

the reasons for the fall in imports into Nigeria from the

United Kingdom in 1954 compared with 1953 and the

increase of imports into Nigeria from Japan in the same

period.

Mr. Lennox-Boyd: The main reason was the removal by
the Nigerian Government of import restrictions against
Japanese goods when these restrictions were no longer
justifiable on balance of payments grounds.

Mr. Russell: As this country buys a very large percentage
of the exports of Nigeria, is not there at any rate a moral

obligation upon Nigeria to buy a very great proportion of

the exports of this country instead of those of the Japanese?
(538 H.C. Deb. ss. c426)

Some independence. That Mr. Russell would never hold Britain to such a standard (or

any other modem nation like, say the United States) only adds to the suspicion that

Britain viewed independence with less than total enthusiasm. It also adds to the suspicion

that, despite all of the rhetoric, the British did not quite view their ex-colonies as whole,

equal nations on the world stage- equal to each other, perhaps, equal to Ireland (perhaps

even superior!) but not equal to Britain. After the colonies are morally obliged to buy

from Britain, but Britain is obligated only to itself.

Of all of the events leading up to the liberation of the Gold Coast, none is more filled

with awe-inspiring Machiavellianism than the way the Ashanti are dealt with. Cloaked in

the rhetoric of democracy and election, the British slyly forced the Ashanti into the

Ghanese union whether they wanted to be or not. At the same time, the British ended up
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smelling like roses. Draped in the cloth of ‘self-determination’ these slight-of-hand

masters jumped the last hurdle before the independence of the Gold Coast.

On 16 February of 1955, Mr. Lennox-Boyd is asked about the dispute between the

Ashanti and the central government. The Ashanti are demanding a Federal government in

the Gold Coast and will not budge from that demand. Dr. Nkrumah asks the leaders of the

group to sit down for discussions (apparently to dissuade them from the demand) but the

Ashanti are only willing to discuss which kind of Federalism. Further, they wish to talk

about autonomy (537 H.C. Deb. ss. wac 57). In a world where the political tool of the

‘special region’ has not yet been well developed such talk must truly seem dangerous. It

is the sort of thing that could hinder the British desire to finally rid themselves of the

Gold Coast.

Although Mr. Lennox-Boyd certainly knows better, parliament still perceives the Gold

Coast as entity that is naturally in existence. This perception is key to the magic that will

come later. An example of this perception is the quote for the Ninth ofMarch 1955.

Mr. Hall: Would not my right hon., Friend agree that the

continuation of this dispute is causing serious harm to the

continued orderly development of democratic Government

in the Gold Coast, and would he use his good offices as

best he can to try to influence a settlement. Would he not

also agree that one of the reasons for this dispute probably
arises, from the lack of any real opposition part to the

present Government?

Mr. Lennox-Boyd : I should certainly welcome a solution

of this problem in a peaceful and constitutional manner,

and I am inclined to think that it would be well if I confined
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my observations at this stage to that comment. (538 H.C.

Deb. ss. 423-4)

Although the lack of opposition parties is key to understanding the failure of the Gold

Coast polity, the more important thing about his question is the assumption he is making

about the Gold Coast. He sees the Ashanti not as a separate people, unwilling to deal with

the government because of different ethnic and cultural ties, but rather as a group that

simply has a difference of opinion. The comparable analogy might be this—it is as if he is

saying the reason that the Nazis and the Jews don’t get along is because there are no

opposition parties in Nazi Germany, whereas the real reason is that the Nazis hate Jews,

and vice versa.

Now that we have the base for this magic trick the next move needs to be put in place.

We need to be lead into believing that it is the decision of the Ashanti not to be part of the

decision committee leaving the British and the C.P.P. in charge. Such a move is

explained on 4 May 1955.

Mr. Sorensen asked the Secretary of State for the Colonies

the present position in respect of the political dissensions

and demands for constitutional revision in the Gold Coast.

Mr. Hopkinson: A Select Committee has been appointed
by the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly to examine and

make recommendations on the questions of a federal

system of government for the Gold Coast and of a second

Chamber

Mr. Sorensen: Does that mean that all parties are now

co-operating in- this matter?

Mr. Hopkinson: No. Sir. I am afraid that so far it does not.

The Opposition when this matter of the appointment of a
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Select Committee was under discussion walked out. so the

Committee will consist only of the supporters of the

Government of the C.P.P. But it is open to the Speaker to

appoint additional members from the Opposition, if that

proves to be worth while. (540 H.C. Deb. ss. c 1667-8)

It is known right from the beginning of the talks that the Ashanti are not in the mood to

discuss special committees or other groups. To offer them the special chance to talk only

about things they did want to talk about is a perfect way out for the British. If the Ashanti

“compromised” and stayed in the talks, the British and the C.P.P. would have started

them on a course of compromise that would have eventually ended with them giving up

most, if not all of their issues. If they left the talks it would look as if they are unbending.

Better yet, just as it happened, “not only did the opposition assume the role of the child

that never shares his toys,” the British and the C.P.P. might have reasoned, “but we look

reasonable, even generous.” Plus the British and the C.P.P. get the talk all to themselves.

Every good illusion need that one last bit, right in the end, to make it convincing, to fool

the eye. For this the British used that most powerful element, the general election. The

general election goes right to the heart of what it means to be a democracy. There is no

other notion that carries such weight. The British and the C.P.P. know it and use its

attachment to full advantage. The announcement in Parliament is made on 11 May 1956.

Mr. Lennox-Boyd: Since the present Constitution was

introduced there has arisen a dispute within the Gold Coast

about the form of Constitution which that country should

have when it achieves independence within the

Commonwealth. Efforts have been made to bring about a

reconciliation between the major parties, but they have so

far met with no success. Countries within the

Commonwealth have one way and in one way alone that is,
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to demonstrate to the world that the peoples of the Gold

Coast have had a full and free opportunity to consider their

Constitution and to express their views on it in a general
election... (552 H.C. Deb. ss. c 1557)

Notice the setup. The countries have “one and one way alone” and “free opportunity”.

Mr. Lennox-Boyd is wrapping the entire issue in the rhetoric of democracy. Further, it is

impossible to oppose an election, even if it is flawed and set up. It is the “one and one

way only”, let us remember. That it would be impossible for the Ashanti to win the

election because of their far smaller numbers is not discussed. The reason goes back to

Parliament’s perceptions of what the Ashanti are-merely a group with a different

opinion, not unlike Tories and Labour.

Of course the C.P.P. won the election, and handily at that (in the usual C.P.P. way of

achieving VAST majorities). The British, with the help of the new democratically-

elected the Gold Coast Parliament set a date for independence. The vote to pass the

Ghana independence bill is held on the 11 of December of 1956 and then the transfer of

power finally occurres on 6 March 1957 with much ceremony and ballyhoo.

On 13 November 1956, Mr. Lennox-Boyd makes his last statement before Parliament on

the subject of Gold Coast independence:

Mr. Lennox-Boyd ...Far from dividing and ruling, we

have been the cement which has kept peoples together.
With our withdrawal from control, the bonds which we

have fashioned will have to be replaced by other bonds,
which can be fashioned only by wise statesmanship was

very glad that the Prime Minister of the Gold Coast, Dr.
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Nkrumah decided recently to meet the leaders of the

Opposition parties and the Territorial Councils for a frank

discussion of these differences and glad, also, that the

opposition in the Gold Coast accepted the Prime Minister's

invitation. (560 H.C. Deb. ss. c765)

With no possibility of gaining anything now from the government without direct talks the

“Opposition”, abandoned by the British, are forced to talk to Nkrumah on Nkrumah’s

terms. The “wise statesmanship” no doubt came at the expense ofbeing the under-served

minority in a country that swings like a pendulum between different forms of tyranny.

“Far from dividing and ruling, we have been the cement which has kept peoples

together.” A fitting carving on the empire’s tombstone.



Chapter 3 The conservative conclusion:

The Nigeria in the Macmillan parliament 1957 to 1960

1957 for both Nigeria and the Gold Coast is critical. The Gold Coast’s long struggle

toward independence is over; thus debate over Nigeria becomes purified, and goes to the

forefront, unshackled from Gold Coast debate. Further, the Prime Minister at the time is

Rt. Hon. Harold Macmillan. Though he is distinguished, and a true statesman, he is not in

the same league as his predecessors, Sir Anthony Eden and Sir Winston Churchill. With

their voices missing from the House of Commons, the debates take a different tone—one

that is less confrontational, more expedient. This is because, unlike his predecessors,

Macmillan understood the dynamic of the times, and felt no need to battle it. The rhetoric

shifts to become more introspective. Questions turn from “Should we dismantle the

empire?” to “How do we dismantle the empire?” to “How quickly can we finally be done

with this?” This, as I will show later, is not always a question of benevolence.

Sometimes the reader of the debates is left wondering whether the shift from colony to

state is intended to be a liberation from empire or rather a shift from overt political

imperialism to a more hidden economic sort.

Questions over the price of empire become frequent by early 1957. The tendency of

parliamentarians to ask where the money is going is nothing new, but the regularity with

which they ask, and what they ask about is different. Parliamentarians are less concerned

with the prestige of empire (by the late fifties the prestige of being an imperial power is

no doubt waning) and are more concerned with the cost (the possibility of Communist

45
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insurgency, such as had happened in Malaysia, or ethnic uprisings such as had occurred in

Palestine, and the consequent need for greater military expenditures more than

outweighed the potential profits of empire) than ever before. Even trade reports again

become scrutinized. Take for example this question presented to the Sec. of State for the

Colonies on 22 February 1957:

Captain Kerby
19

asked the Secretary of State for the

Colonies the figures for the last twelve-monthly period of

Japanese imports into Nigeria, and Nigerian exports to

Japan.

Mr. Profumo : For the twelve months ending in October,

1956, the latest period for which figures are available,
imports totaled £20.289,797 and exports £7,206.

(565 H.C. Deb. ss. waclOl)

Nigeria is a money loser and this in a time when the British economic crisis is still fresh

on the minds of many in Parliament. The fiscal incentive to be rid of Nigeria and fears of

Communist takeovers are serious concerns, though they are rarely mentioned overtly.

This question from 6 March the same year is perhaps the most overt acknowledgment of

the potential for communist insurgence.

Mr. John Hall
21

asked the Secretary of State for the

Colonies what increase there has been of imports into

Nigeria of English language books published in the Union

of Soviet Socialist Republics during the last six months.

19
Capt Henry Kerby has a long and distinguished career in the Army, be decorated by Poland, Denmark,

and Norway. Capt. Kerby held political posts in Sweden before becoming M.P. for West Sussex. Educated

on the Continent, he was a Tory.
20 Mr. John Profumo represents Stratford. He was educated at Harrow and Brasenose College, Oxford. He

was Under Sec. of State for the Colonies. He served in Italy and North Africa during the war and at the

mission to Japan upon its close.
21 Mr. John Hall was Conservative. He represents Wycombe, and was a director of companies by trade. He

served on several staffs throughout the war.
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Mr. Profomo: There has been, I am glad to say a

progressive decease.(s66 H.C. Deb. ss. wac 57)

Again, Britain is faced with a situation that she would rather not have to deal with. On the

one hand, looked at objectively, Nigeria is not ready for independence. Her internal

political structures are untested, and though she has a Constitution, it is filled with

imported concepts and notions, which may work well in the West, but may or may not be

appropriate to the Nigerian situation. These institutions cannot be tested fully however,

because of Nigeria’s colony status. Right till independence, Nigeria is dependent on

these training wheels, in an attempt by Britain to teach the Nigerian people in a few years

what it had taken Britain several hundred to learn, in the British case by trial and error. As

if this is not enough, Nigeria, though wealthy in terms of minerals and agriculture, is poor

in terms of finance, infrastructure, and education.

But with the Korean, Greek, and Turkish civil wars and Malaysia still fresh in mind, the

British see two painful possibilities if they do not grant independence. Like France in

Algeria, the British think that there is a real likelihood of almost permanent low-level

insurgency and civil war. Worse yet is the second possibility: the British might be forced

to leave entirely, as in Palestine (or worse, Suez) and face defeat and ridicule. Such

ridicule eventually forced the resignation of Sir Anthony Eden; no doubt this memory

reverberates in the mind of Harold Macmillan. Thus all debate over the independence of

Nigeria is carried on with the implicit acknowledgment that independence is a sure thing.
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Having said that, it must be acknowledged that the British did attempt, in their own

particular style, to quickly change Nigeria from hopeless to promising. On 27 March 1957

A. Fenner Brockway asks Mr. Alan Lennox-Boyd “to what extent the Eastern Region

Finance Corporation has financed agriculture, trading, commercial and industrial projects,

respectively, in Nigeria, since February 1955”. The answer he received is in the form of a

graph. It shows 12 loans of which eight are for trade; they vary in amount between £3OOO

and £lO 000. The rest of the agriculture loans have gone to Commercial interests. One is

for £2OOO and the other three are for £IOO 000. One starts as a grant but later changes to

an interest free loan. Four more loans between £25 000 and £2OO 000 have been made in

the industrial sector and in a section called “other” one “Investment” has been made for

£789 300, one grant for £35000, another for £SO 000, and yet another loan for £3 000.

(567 H.C. Deb. ss.wac 122-3 ). The preponderance of loans suggests that imperial strategy

in terms of the colonies has not changed much. What we are seeing here is analogous to a

tenant asking a landlord to fix the plumbing, and the landlord replying, do it yourself. The

tenet grumbles ‘fine’ and goes to the bank to take out a loan in order to buy the necessary

equipment only to find that the landlord, who also owns the bank, has been steering him

to get a loan.

As much as the Parliamentarians desire, for whatever reason, to ignore the undeveloped

nature of Nigerian society, occasional warnings show through. On the 8 May 1957 the

oral answers session turned to one such ugly truth: the still-alive slave trade.
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Mr. Sorensen asked the Secretary of State for the

Colonies, in view of the official reports of 52 cases of slave

dealing and 91 true cases of child stealing in Nigeria in

1955-56, what consultations have taken place between Her

Majesty's Government and the Governments of the

Federation and Eastern Region.

Mr. Profumo: There have been no formal consultations

between the United Kingdom and Nigerian Governments

but I have seen the report to which the hon. Member refers,

and my right hon. Friend is satisfied that the Nigerian
authorities are fully alive to the seriousness of these

offenses The police investigate all cases of persons reported
missing, and the activities of both the police and welfare

offices in Calabar—the area which the hon. Member may

have in mind—have been particularly successful.

(569 H.C. Deb. 55.c971)

Reports of an active slave trade find their way upon occasion to Parliament, but though

disturbing, change nothing. There is too much invested by too many for things to slow

down now. Perhaps it would not be quite so disturbing if slave trading is alone but in fact

it is not. On 25 July 1957 the question ofmalnutrition arose:

Mr. Rankin
22

asked the Secretary of State for the Colonies,
in view of the fact that the occurrence of malnutrition in

Nigeria has been definitely established what steps he is

taking to eradicate it.

Mr. Profumo: This is a matter for the Nigerian
Governments. They have established a Federal Nutrition

Unit, and regional nutrition committees to carry out field

and laboratory investigations...
(574 H.C. Deb. ss. c596)

22 Mr. John Rankin was a member of the Labour, Co-op and I.L.P. party. Educated at Glasgow University
and was a schoolteacher by trade. He represents Govan in Scotland.
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These problems are both the symptom and the cause of greater national malaise. They add

another two elements to a growing list of destabilizing problems that Nigeria is ill

prepared to deal with. But they are also yet another reason to believe that the colony,

despite all of the rhetoric otherwise, is still suffering from societal illness that will make

democracy impossible to maintain. It is interesting then to read the sort of questions that

Parliamentarians waste their time with. Amongst other things, questions about nuclear

power research, the establishment of law schools, the future of solar energy in Nigeria,

(all in a territory desperately in need of teachers and technicians of the most basic type)

and rearranging the hours of business for the government appear with some frequency. It

is silly stuff, not worthy of discussion, much less contemplation. Some explanation is

needed. Such questions strike at the heart of the problems with imperial rule. Many

members of the House of Commons simply do not know AT ALL what it is like to live

like a Nigerian. They become bored with discussion concerning important but mundane

issues like hospital beds, building roads, and constructing schools. So they take flights of

fancy imagining amusing, if hopelessly unwarranted, projects in their heads to fill social

void in a society that does not exist. Because there are, of course, no Nigerians in the

parliament, there is no reality check on this sort ofwaste of time.

There are, however, some that consistently are able to took past the hype over

independence and see some of what independence really meant. Mr. Hughes is one them

as he proves in this 30 January 1958 comment:
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Mr. Hughes
23

: Does not the Minister realize that the road

development there is not sufficient and that it is very unfair

to leave over those tasks until independence is granted in

Nigeria and thereby to put large financial and other burdens

on the new Government?

Mr. Profumo: I am advised that development work

generally in Nigeria at the present time is limited less by
financial considerations than by the physical capacity to

undertake the necessary work

(581 H.C. Deb. ss. c483)

Nigeria is leaving the empire in little better condition than it came. She gains only limited

access to infrastructure and education through her association with Britain. This leves

Nigeria almost wholly without manufacturing. Heavy industries are almost unheard of.

The end of empire has the one good effect of forcing the British to become competitive in

order to win Nigerian business. Mr. Hughes’s 30 January 1958 comment reflects this new

reality:

Mr. Hector Hughes: asked the President of the Board of

Trade if he is aware that British trade and commerce with

Nigeria is confronted with growing competition there from

Western Germany, Italy. Japan, Holland, India and others

countries; and what steps he is taking to maintain and

develop British trade and commerce in and with Nigeria.

Mr. Vaughan-Morgan
24

: Yes. Our exporters have to

contend with keen competition in Nigeria and indeed in

most markets nowadays. I intend to visit Nigeria in March

23 Mr. Hector Hughes was a member of Labour, and the representative of Aberdeen, North, Scotland. He

founded the Socialist Party of Ireland. He was a Lawyer by trade and was educated at St. Andrews Collage,
Dublin University.
24

Mr. John Kenyon Vaughan-Morgan was a Tory from Reigate. He was educated at Eton, then Christ

Church, Oxford. Served with the Welsh Guard during the war.
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to see for myself what further steps can be taken to expand
our trade there.

(581H.C. Deb. ss.waclo4-5)

There are a few old timers who are under the (absurd?) belief that Nigeria somehow

“owes” Britain her business, and that Nigeria’s inclusion into the commonwealth assures

the UK a slice of the Nigerian pie. Off and on there seems to be a notion that the

Commonwealth will serve as empire part 11, empire designed in such a way that countries

such as Nigeria would provide material on the cheap, and Britain would in turn export

finished goods. A sort of empire without having to defend boundaries, or build railroads,

or take care of natives in other words, a “sphere of influence”. All indications are that

Britain would be granted her sphere of influence in Nigeria, as the visit by Vaughan-

Morgan proved wholly successful. This despite continued mediocre treatment on the part

of the British. Considering such divisive issues such as the conditions under which

Nigeria could use the services of expatriate Civil Servants, as dicussed in parlement on

the 31 January 1958, that the Nigerians put up with the British at all a wonder.

Mr. Hector Hughes: asked the Secretary of State for the

colonies if he aware of the need in Nigeria to retain in the

federal and regional public services British expatriate
officials until sufficient Nigerian civil servants shall have

been adequately trained to replace them, and that the

present rate of pensions and lump sum payments are

inducing such expatriate officials to retire prematurely
leaving gaps in the Nigerian public service; and what steps
he proposes to take to maintain the Nigerian civil service at

its full strength and efficiency.
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Mr. Lennox-Boyd: I dealt with this matter in considerable

detail in the debate on the Overseas Services Bill last week

(581 H.C. Deb. ss. wac 120)

The civil service problem arises because of the British being cheap. The Nigerian

government, looking forward to independence, becomes aware that she did not have a

sufficient amount of civil servants to fulfill her needs. The solution is found in retaining

British civil servants and having them train Nigerians to take their places after they go

home, just like India and Ghana did a few years earlier. Many of the men in the expatriate

British civil service had years of experience and thought they deserved to be well paid.

Unfortunately, the government of Nigeria, fearful of having their own people believe that

they, too are entitled to the high salaries the British demanded, pays the British poorly.

Thus, the British expatriates begin a flurry of retirements. The answer, proposed to

Parliament several times is to simply have the British government pay the difference. But

this is not to be, and the issue is left undecided until after independence. The results of

this, according to Hector Hughes in a written answer session on the 25 March 1958, “is

encouraging a tendency towards the breaking up of the region as a unit [the northern

state] and its reversion to a collection of small emirates.” ( 585 H.C. Deb. ss.wac 22) This

is a dire warning, because it is the unity of Nigeria that the British are so proud of.

Many members of Parliament, particularly members of Labour, enjoy recommending

economic policy for Nigeria and do it frequently such as the 15 April 1958 comment

make in parliament. The influence of such movements can be felt in the “planned”

economy mentality that is almost universal in Africa in the immediate post-colonial
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period. The failure of such policies is well documented elsewhere; suffice to say here that

such planned economies work better in stability. Many attributes can be said about

Nigeria but that she is stable is not one of them.

Mr. E. L. Mallalieu 25
asked the Secretary of State for the

Colonies what reply has been sent by the Government of

Nigeria to the request of the All-Nigerian Trade Union

Federation to summon a meeting between the employers of

Labour and trade unions to negotiate a national wage
structure for the whole Federation.

Mr. Lennox-Boyd: I understand that the Federal

Government has not received such a request.

Mr. Mallalieu: Even if he has not received such a request,
could not the Colonial Secretary agree that steps should be

taken by the Government, having regard to the fact that the

income per head in Nigeria is only £22 per annum? Does

not that show that the national “ cake” should be properly
divided out, and would not steps of this nature be

appropriate?

Mr. Lennox-Boyd: I have answered the Question. The

population of Nigeria is 32 million, and the country is equal
in size to Great Britain and France put together, with many

varying standards of living, and I do not think that the

suggestion made is appropriate at the moment.

(586H.C. Deb. ss. cls-16)

This is a prime example of parliamentary inclinations at work; that is, the desire to run

things, despite not knowing much about them, and again, to socially engineer a society

that does not really exist. The Nigeria that F. L. Mallaileu is making commentary upon is

only loosely based in reality. It in fact only exists in his head. Mr. Lennox-Boyd’s answer

25 Mr. E. L. Mallalieu was a member of Labour. He was a Farmer and Academic. Educated at Dragon
School, Oxford, Cheltenham College and at Trinity Collage Oxford. He represents Brigg, Lindsey,
Lincolnshire.
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to the question is appropriate. The real Nigeria is a place of vast diversity, and a sea of

economic complications that repeatedly defy simplistic solutions. In the real Nigeria,

though there is mass disparity between rich and poor, underlying are cultural phenomena

and geographic problems alien to the British. Thus, to suggest that simply redistributing

property is the solution makes little sense.

By 27 October of the next year Mr. Mallalieu had forgot his semi-mythical Nigeria and

returned to the real world; by that October events in Ghana had proven what a difficult

task nation building really is.

Mr. Mallalieu:... Many people go further and say, "Look

what happens to democracy when independence is given to

certain dependent territories." I think it possible that great
risks are taken when independence is granted to dependent
territories-great risks from the point of view of democracy.
I do not profess to be at all happy with the way things have

gone in Ghana... If there have been faults, to a large extent

they have been our faults because we did not do what was

necessary to secure democracy once independence had been

given...if democracy is to exist in new country, such as

Nigeria... the Opposition should be effective. For on reason

or another, into which we need not enter, the Opposition in

Ghana had not been effective.

‘T.a
Sir T. Moore :Itis in prison.

Mr. Mallalieu Much of it is in prison, but... the

Opposition itself was singularly ineffective Parliamentary
even before it was put in prison.
(612 H.C. Deb. ss. c92)

26
Sir Thomas Moore was a Tory. He represents Ayr in Scotland. He was a Bookseller and Publisher by

trade. He went to Trinity collage, Dublin, and joined the Army, served in France, Russia and Ireland during
and after the First World War.
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What is striking here is that it had been a long time (approximately two or so years)

between the last comparison between Ghana and Nigeria. Further, during the

parliamentary discussions on the subject of Gold Coast independence, members,

particularly from Labour took great pleasure that Nkrumah and his C.P.P. won sweeping

victories, eliminating the opposition in national elections. By the 3 November 1959 the

members of parliament begin to understand the necessity of a opposition:

Mr. Mallalieu: asked Secretary of State for the Colonies

what steps he is taking in the preparation d the new Nigeria
Constitution to ensure the Opposition in the Federation of

Nigeria shall be effective after independence and if he will

consider) the set up of a small permanent secretariat for the

purpose of assisting the Opposition in its work in the

Federal Parliament of Nigeria.

Mr. lain Macleod
27

: The Nigerian Constitution on

independence will be on the lines agreed at successive

Nigerian Constitutional Conferences, at which all shades of

political opinion, including parties in opposition, were

represented. Many safeguards for democratic liberties will

be entrenched in it, and these should permit effective

parliamentary opposition. The novel proposal in the second

part of the Question does not therefore arise. (612 H.C.

Deb. ss. wac34)

Or does it? No doubt civil liberties for the opposition are also implemented in the

Constitution of Ghana. The question is, then, whether or not one can mandate respect.

The fatal flaw in all of this is the reliance upon law. There is nothing to suggest that a

new small staff for the opposition would somehow make the opposition more effective in
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parliament. Unfortunately for all, the feeling one receives is that all of this is like giving a

Band-Aid for a patient with internal bleeding. The problems with the government and

with the society are so massive that the independence process should have stopped and

the much-needed long-term investment made. Otherwise, the whole project is doomed to

failure. Unfortunately the nature of imperialism is such that colonies are kept so long as

they make money and are discarded (in the British case with the smiley face of having

attempted to sow democracy) when they do not.

Meanwhile in Nigeria, the process of building structures continues. The final day is the

15 July 1960, when the second reading for the Nigerian independence bill is done. After

the reading, the bill is presented to the floor and debated. The bill is universally

supported, but the debate takes on a melancholy flavor, as parliamentarians who have

thus far keep quiet take the moment to show passive resistance and doubt about Nigeria

and about their ability to allow honest government.

The first speech is made by the new Secretary of State for the colonies, lain Macleod. His

speech is essentially congratulatory. He is especially impressed with the commitment in

the constitution for human rights. “Another important bond of unity will be the existence

of a code of fundamental human rights embodied in the Federal and Regional

constitutions.” (623 H.C. Deb. ss. c 1749) Interesting that in the same speech he

complains bitterly about the Northern Cameroon and their decision to wait on joining the

27
Mr. lain Macleod was a Tory. He represents Enfield West. He was educated at Fettes College, and

Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge. He was a journalist by trade. He served in the Army during the

war, and he was considered an authority on Bridge.
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Nigerian Federation. “This is inconvenient and extremely expensive for us, among other

things. In February, 1961, the choice will between joining Nigeria or joining the newly

independent Republic of the Cameroon.” Alas, so much for that right to self-

determination. Perhaps only when it is convenient does it exist.

The speech by H. A. Marquand is marked by an interesting insight:

H. A. Marquand
28

:...but also to extend my good wishes-

perhaps I may do it more appropriately than the colonial

secretary to Chief Awolowo, who has taken on the job of

Leader of the opposition. He, too, has an important job to

do. He too, doubtless will from to time incur difficulties in

leading an Opposition, because an Opposition being
somewhat more irresponsible than the Government, often

find it more difficult to make up their mind.

(623H.C. Deb. 5s clBoo-1.)

More often than not, the Nigerian government is divided and weak, incapable of proper

opposition, as the British know it. The British had exported all of the institutions of their

government, but the way that the British worked those institutions had not been exported.

Nor could it be. A vast set of cultural circumstances went into the creation of these

institutions that would be difficult to make sense of unless one had grown up with, and

more over, one had been indoctrinated in the thinking of, those institutions. Oppositions

raising hell in Britain, for example are dealt with in a particularly British fashion, which

people understand because they have grown up with it. The opposition act a certain way,

talk a certain way, etc. It becomes subconscious- people learn what to expect. But

28 Mr. H. A. Marquand was the Labour M.P. from Middlesbrough East. He held many positions in the

Labour Government of 1945-50 He was educated at University Collage, Cardiff. His researched at
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because British rule in colonial Nigeria is so autocratic for so long, this background

knowledge simply is not there.

The blame, therefore, for the lack of preparedness can be laid solely at the feet of the

British. Why then did the British not do more? As Creech Jones points out, they simply

did not see it coming.

Arthur Creech Jones: When I was at the Colonial Office

in the years immediately following the war, we used to

think that when we dealt with the problem of Nigeria we

virtually had eternity to play with No one was really
conscious of the pace at which political development would

go on.

(623 H.C. Deb. ss. clBl4-5)

The British had thought that it would take sub-Saharan Africa one thousand years to

become sufficiently advanced to seek independence. This is barely an excuse, especially

when one thinks of all that could have been done, and what little was done. This makes

Mr. Jones’ next major point truly ironic.

...perhaps we could argue that the British method—the

British system of administration and policy has some

superior quality above the systems exercised by other

nations the Administration of their territories in the African

Continent. (623 H.C. Deb. ss. clBl6-7)

What makes it ironic is that in all probability, it is true. The long bloody war for the

French in Algeria, the Portuguese fiasco in Angola, and the bloody revolution in the

Congo point to a basic truth: The British are awful colonizers, but everybody else is

American Universities and has done labor research in South Wales. He travels include India, Turkey,
Ceylon, Palestine and the West Indies as a lecturer.
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worse. Mr. Jones, more than most, understands the phenomenal task ahead for the

Nigerians:

....above all, there is the great difficulty of working
democracy itself. It is all very well for us to think that

because of our own traditions and experience with this

method of government it is comparatively easy to work;

but, when we are dealing with a country such as Nigeria
with its tropical and non-industrial background, where large
numbers of people are illiterate and immature in political
experience, there is a tremendous task in trying to shape
political institutions which can give democratic results. The

learning of tolerance and of resistance to corruption, vital

elements in the working of democracy, are also factors,
which have to be reckoned with when new States are bom.

(623 H.C. Deb. ss. clBlB-9)

One gets the feeling that before Nigerian independence, the British finally figure it all out.

Unfortunately they don’t seem to figure it all out together. Mr. Jones hits the jackpot,

when he finally comes to an understanding that British institutions might not perform up

to snuff in Nigeria due to political inexperience.

Sir K. Pickthorn arrives at the second crucial piece. He comes to an understanding, and

becomes instantly unpopular for his stance that though it might be written down in a

Constitution, and the Constitution itself guarantees something, (in this case human rights)

this does not by any means indicate that respect for rights will be maintained, or that the

law will be respected.

Sir K. Pickthorn
29

...
I hope indeed, that they are, and will

be, effective, and that it is right to use them; but the words

29 Sir K. Pickthorn was a Tory from Carlton, Nottinghamshire. Educated at Trinity Collage, Cambridge. He

was an academic administrator. He served in the air corps during the First World War.
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had been used as if written human rights had been

commendatory words and were effective in themselves, a

sort of sacred cow. I did not want it to go by that there was

no single Hon Member in the House who doubted that.

The point is one to take seriously, especially considering the atrocities committed during

the civil war and during the dictatorships. But as I said earlier, it is not taken seriously,

and Mr. Pickthom is demonized in the next speech for not having the proper amount of

respect for the day and for Nigeria. The day is for pride and not for regret, and to be

truthful, this is the first time that Mr. Pickthom becomes involved in the debates, never

before having mentioning his objections. His is truly a case of too little, too late.

FINALLY, A. Fenner Brockway, who is usually much to blame for naive rapid

decolonization, makes a wise observance:

There is the need in its health service and in its education

service. While we congratulate ourselves on the advance in

the territory quite honestly, if we look at the figures in

regard to education and health, we have a little to be

ashamed of as well (623 H.C. Deb. ss. cl 827)

Well, really, the British have a lot to be ashamed of. In these three observations,

Parliament spells almost eternal doom for Nigeria. She lacks sufficient education to make

the democratic system work, to indoctrinate the nation’s children to it methods. She lacks

the know-how to make imported British institutions function properly, and though she

has a ton of laws, they are not sufficiently venerated so that when they are violated (as in

a lack of compliance with Human Rights) any action is taken to stop it.



Conclusion: Walking Out

When Attlee became prime minister in 1945, the Commonwealth he knew was based

around nations that were mostly white, mostly English speaking, and ifnot fully British in

culture, are at least Western European. Further, the Commonwealth he knew is centered

around Britain and Britain alone. The Commonwealth that is present by the time Nigeria

left is a different creature. It had become a multiracial, multi-cultural, even

philosophically relativist organization, representing nations far flung around the world,

whose only link to one another seemed to be a kind of emotional tie best describes as

being akin to the love a fully grown great- great- grandchild might have for his great-

great- grandfather. The sheer diversity of the conditions of the member states made it

seem, on surface, that the members could never reach consciences on issues and that the

group would fall away, becoming little more than a place where member states could air

their dirty laundry publicly. Underneath, however, ran a current, as much Oxford as

Delhi, as much Harrow as Christchurch, a common, unexplainable, indescribable heritage

of gin cocktails, cricket games, and a sense that despite the evils that empire produces,

something glorious and meaningful happened. It is this sense, the sense that the British

Empire had accomplished something more than merely enriching the British at the cost of

the local populations, that linked all of the members together despite their divergent

views.

The Parliamentary debates of these years point to brewing troubles that plagued the Gold

Coast independence process for years in the future. The marginalization of the Ashanti

62
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continues in Ghana even to this day, diluting any form of democracy that may reside in

that semi-oligarchic government. The legacy of Nkrumah’s tyrannical rule over Ghana

still continues to damage its political process; it commenced turbulent cycles of

democracy and dictatorship. Ghana, even with all of its imported British institutions, has

lost much of the promise it once had. Unlike India, Ghana has had no stable government

since the loosing of Britain’s imperial reign. Had the British understood that the rules

learned from the independence of India did not apply to all of its colonies, they might

have been more willing to listen to what they themselves are saying about the dire nature

of the Gold Coast and Nigeria situations.

The British, it can be said, have deep inside them the belief in the overall superiority of

their political system. The British have a right to be proud-after all, their system, in

modified form, has served any number of nations well. Unfortunately due to the nature of

colonialism and decolonialism in the Gold Coast and Nigeria immediate positive results

were impossible. Still it is true that the Nigeria situation could be worse (witness

Rwanda), and that the British forced Nigeria and Gold Coast to modernize, which, though

in the end a dual-edged sword, will ultimately benefit the them. One remembers that if the

British had not colonized West Africa, then some other European power would have. The

British in this respect are worthy of some credit: they are the best of the worst.

Mr. Macleod: This House of Commons is rather like the

Press. In a way it is the things that go wrong upon which

we concentrate, rather than the things, which go right, It is

the divorces and not the happy marriages, that make the

news. (623 H.C. DEB ss. c!799)
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I have concentrated on the bad. The British I have presented are naive, or greedy, or

hypocritical, or all three. Yet, surprisingly enough, I think they genuinely meant well, and

did the best job tough circumstances allowed. My argument therefore is this: the British

served their interests in Nigeria. The folks in the footnotes have only two things in

common: they are all white and they are all British. There is no one to represent the

Nigerians, no one to tell their side of the story, no one to make demands on their behalf,

no one to point out injustice. Thus, even though the decisions are tough, is it no surprise

that when it is time to decide between a priority in Britain and one in Nigeria, the vast

majority of the time the priority in Britain won out. I used to think that the only thing

worse than the British having come to Africa is the British deciding to leave Africa. That

may still be true, but the British that would have had to stay would have had to be a

different kind of British to have made their stay in Africa worthwhile to the Africans.

They would have needed to be a British less concerned with profits and more concerned

with proper governance and the welfare of British subjects. Unfortunately, this breed of

British is like the mythical benevolent slave master. They don’t and have never existed.
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